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ABSTRACT

OWNER PERCEPTIONS OF CAT-HUMAN COMMUNICATION

by
Kendal Cler
Spring 2020

This study focuses on cat to human communication with an emphasis on the way humans
perceive cats' communicative signals. Compared to other animals, the domestication of cats has
been a slow process and humans have begun to recognize the communicative signals from cats
and vice versa. Based on the results of this survey research, humans have started to notice
different forms of communication from cats, and are able to decipher their cat’s needs, most of
the time. Owners of cats in this study appear to be projecting human values of communication
onto their cats. Cats have begun to adjust their behavior according to our extreme emotional
states (e.g., happiness, anger). As cats become a more common and popular domesticated pet,
researchers need to better understand whether humans are reinforcing behavior or if humans
have developed their comprehension of cat communication to a similar degree of understanding
between human and dog communication. Further studies that focus on the communicative
relationship between cats and humans would allow researchers to narrow down and understand
the true communicative cues of our cats and help us to differentiate these cues from our
perceived cues that we have assigned them.

Cat-Human Communication Through Perception
My goal was to understand the perception of interspecies communication with an
emphasis on cat/human interaction, to showcase and discover the common methods that cats, and
their owners use to communicate with one another. I will also be researching how cat owners
anthropomorphize their cats and what values they mentally assign them. This is a descriptive
study. In it, I hope to showcase the perceived communication between cats and their human
companions. As cats and humans have grown together through hundreds of years, over time
humans have evolved alongside and gained insight into the communication cues that cats project:
eye movement, tail gestures, ear movement, rubbing/hitting (bunting) against others, and
classically cat vocals (meowing). These methods of communication are the most common ways
in which cats interact with their owners, similarly to how human and dog communication has
developed. Differences between cat and dog communication as perceived by their owners is
largely due to the intensity of the forms (e.g. a dog’s bark compared to a cat’s meow, a dog
scratching and whining at the door compared to a cat fixating on or meowing at one). My goal is
to understand how often owners anthropomorphize their cats, the traits they observe in them, and
what actions human owners perceive the cat taking in order to communicate with them. This
study will provide details regarding the perception of importance that cat owners put onto cats’
signals of communication.
Literature Review
From my research, most scholarly articles that were focused on perception in 2019 were
studying design and how the human eye perceives visual designs or cues. Additionally, I found
many relevant discoveries about pets and human relationships as well as how humans perceive
their pets. However, I noticed a lack of information on cat and human relationships and how cat
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owners perceive these felines. The goal of my research is to apply the data I have available on
how cat owners perceive their cats, as well as the relationship that cat owners have with their
cats, and apply this research to cat communication.

Perception
This may seem like an unnecessary subject to research, but there is very little academic
research on how owners perceive their pets. For the majority of the research on this subject, most
owner-to-pet communication tends to focus on the relationship and communication between dog
owners and their dogs. By researching this topic, a better understanding will be gained of how
people perceive interspecies communication with their pets. This will also demonstrate what
methods of communication are common between cat owners and their cats, and which methods
cat owners use to decipher their cats’ signals and how they perceive their cats based upon these
signals. The ways in which cat owners perceive their cats can also change the ways in which
people communicate with them, perception begins with attention. Boden and Hugenberg’s
(2009) research on the basis of human interaction offers that perception is:
a spotlight of attention [that] can illuminate only a limited amount of information
at any one time, facilitating the perception of those focal stimuli. Thus, not all
stimuli in the perceptual field receive equal attention; instead, some stimuli are
selected for relatively intense scrutiny, making them more likely to reach the
threshold of awareness (Posner, 1994), while others are processed only
superficially, receiving little of our precious attention. (p. 3)
Through this it can be inferred that, if humans are not paying attention to the
communication cues that their cats use, people will continue to slow and hinder the
ability to understand cat communication. For example, a common cat stereotype is that
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they will purr when they are happy, which would lead a person to believe that the cat
enjoys whatever attention it is receiving. However, purring is also a sign that the cat is
feeling nervous, they may feel threatened or frightened, so the relationship between the
owner and the cat may suffer due to a lack of understanding. When taking a cat that was
two years old for a vet visit, the cat was put into an uncomfortable position by the vet and
their assistants. This led the cat to purr in a rapid manner. While similar to a positive purr,
this purr was faster and louder than the positive purrs that can often be heard by cats
when feeling content or pleased. Furthermore, in Bodenhausen and Hugenberg’s (2009)
research it is shown that:
When an individual encounters stereotype-inconsistent information, attention is
drawn, and the perceptual details of an event are encoded. Conversely, when
stereotype-confirming information is encountered, detailed attention need not be
allocated to the information because the conceptual gist of the stereotypeconsistent information can be quickly and easily extracted and encoded (see also
von Hippel, Jonides, Hilton, & Narayan, 1993). (p. 6)
With this information in mind, it should be noted that cats make more subtle cues of
communication, such as a slight change in purring pattern as mentioned, and that these
forms of communication are not commonly included in cat stereotypes. Commonly
known methods of communication that cats use are meowing, eye-gazing or prolonged
eye contact, and bunting (friendly headbutting). Owners will often perceive these as a cat
communicating a need for food, water, attention, or an activity with an emphasis on
feelings, which are subjective concepts, rather than objective ones. Galvan and Vonk’s
(2015) research tested the emotional responses of cats to foreign object by placing the cat
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in an enclosed room with their owner, and a foreign object (in this case a fan). The
researchers tested whether the cat would look to the owner for their response to the
foreign object, scared/upset or happy/excited, or whether the cat responded to the foreign
object regardless of the owner’s presence in the room. In this experiment it was deduced
that the cats would display different responses when presented with two extreme human
emotions. The researchers found that the cats would not alter their approach to the
foreign object based on the human’s emotions. However, the cats would adjust the
duration of contact with the foreign object according to their owner’s response. When the
owner responded positively to the foreign object, the cat would spend more time
interacting or being near the object; if the owner responded negatively, the cat would
spend less time with the foreign object. This suggests that a cat’s behavior is influenced
by the emotions of their owner. It was also noted in the experiment that the cats looked at
their owners significantly more than the foreign object. Researchers believed this to be
the cat looking for situational understanding as opposed to being interested in the owner’s
emotional state. This leads to the notion that cats do use human emotion to interpret
situations as potentially dangerous, but do not leverage human emotions to make their
decisions. This may be a situation of humans forcing their perceptions onto a cat and the
cat has simply had their response to human extreme emotions reinforced with rewards
(e.g., attention, treats, playtime, etc.). The scope of attention for humans is focused on
feelings rather than situation or objective. It is possible that emotion has a strong impact
on the amount of attention a cat feels should be given to an object or situation. Anxiety
narrowing the attention, and happiness producing a broader focus from the cat.
Fundamentally, the challenge of ‘making sense’ of stimulated input is recognizing
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patterns that the perceiver has and what prior experiences have built these patterns
(Bodenhausen & Hugenberg, 2009).
Patterns are good for humans. Patterns cause humans to examine things closer and shows
how important perception is as a self-serving tool. Many studies available on perception suggest
that humans need a reason to understand and make connections with things and concepts
(Bodenhausen & Hugenberg, 2009). With the self-focused nature of humans recognized,
Bodenhausen and Hugenberg (2009) noticed:
Broader attentional shifts also seem subject to perceivers’ level of regulatory
focus (e.g., Higgins, 2006), which is concerned with whether perceivers are more
oriented toward advancement and opportunity (i.e., a promotion focus) or security
and the avoidance of loss (i.e., a prevention focus). Förster and Higgins (2005)
argued that perceivers who are (chronically or momentarily) focused on
prevention concerns are likely to adopt a vigilant perceptual style that is oriented
toward details, whereas perceivers who are focused on promotion concerns are
likely to adopt an eager perceptual style that is oriented toward the ‘big picture.’
(p. 13)
Understanding the way in which perceptions work can aid in gaining a better
understanding as to why humans react the way they do and how humans perceive
interspecies communicative cues and signals. Based on this research and the available
articles on the subject of human perception, it can be suggested that people have adapted
enough alongside cats to become capable of identifying the nuances of cat
communication. This understanding of cat communication should continue to strengthen
and develop as humans and cats grow alongside one another.
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Cat-Human Communication
Limited information is available on cat-human communication with most pet to owner
communication being focused on dogs and their owners. This leaves most of the information
coming from the common cat stereotypes or an owner’s subjective perception of their cat. In
their research paper, Moriah Galvan and Jennifer Vonk (2015) wrote about how their belief was
that humans likely tolerated wildcats for their pest-controlling abilities with little use or training
required. This toleration of cats rather than breeding for obedient traits, may have been due to the
difficulty of catching them. Cats were notoriously hard to capture, and could be quite difficult to
domesticate by human choice (Galvan & Vonk, 2015). This may be an explanation for why it
took so long for cats to become domesticated, unlike dogs, which have had a long history of
partnering with humans.
At this point I believe we have evolved to the point of understanding our felines and have
the ability to perceive their communicative cues if we have the correct information and
experiences to draw upon as discussed in the perception section. Galvan and Vonk (2015)
mention in their research that there have been studies that show:
humans may even serve as stimulation for indoor cats in a mutually rewarding
relationship, with each subject (human or cat) readily complying with the other’s
need for interaction. These findings suggest that increased levels of kitten
socialization with humans lead to an increased desire for human connection later
in adult cat life, and thus the acceptance of humans as social companions. ( p. 2)
Their study suggested that cats are just as capable as dogs at learning responses to humans
and following basic human gestural cues. The cats in Galvan and Vonk’s (2015) study
were not perceived to have the same ability to easily gauge human emotions. This is
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unlike domesticated dogs, which can gain a comprehensive understanding of human vocal
and physical cues. The cats understanding had much more emphasis on situational
understanding. The cats’ reactions from their study was believed inconclusive as to
whether the cats were displaying reinforced behavior or if the cats were attempting to
affect their owners’ moods. This brings to question whether cats genuinely look to their
owner for appropriate action/reaction to strange objects, or whether a cat will simply react
to their own instincts while viewing their owner as another factor to be considered.
However, a study by Merola et al. (2015) suggests cats will respond to human emotive
cues with more subtle responses in comparison to dogs. With this information, it can be
stated that cats and humans do communicate, or at least try to communicate with one
another. The cats’ lack of interest in human emotion as a form of communication may be
because of how little cats have had to develop and adapt to domestication. Cats are not
socialized in the same ways that dogs are, leading to the standoffish nature of cats and the
potential for these cats to become phobic of unknown humans. Would the results of these
studies change if the cat’s interactions were with an owner that they have lived with as
opposed to an experimenter? Is the cats’ lack of interest in human emotion a result from
their unfamiliarity with human emotion and the amount of time spent with them? Galvan
and Vonk (2015) felt that perhaps the relationship between cat and cat owner would look
similar to the structure of a dog and dog owner relationship:
It may be the case that cats need the interdependency of relationship that dogs and
humans share, whereby dogs work for, obey, and look to humans for guidance in
the vast majority of situations (Berns et al. 2012; Buttelmann and Tomasello
2013; Custance and Mayer 2012; Kaminski et al. 2013). (p. 11)
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Cat stereotypes are that they are generally a less kind pet and require a gentle touch to
appropriately interact with the animal. Cats are often aligned with their negative
attributes such as hissing, raised fur, yowling, and swiping with sharp claws.
Unfortunately, these are just the defensive behaviors of the animal and this
reaction/experience many humans receive from cats, tend to come from a lack of
domestication and socialization of the animal with humans as opposed to their pet
counterpart, dogs. Dogs are often compared alongside cats and are often used as a basis
of inter-species communication for most people. Because dogs have developed alongside
humans, their emotions are much easier to identify, and dogs are able to easily identify
ours. On the other hand, cats have not had the same benefit of a generationally matured,
interdependent relationship. The comparison between the two pets is reinforced in the
research articles on human-pet interaction. This led to dogs becoming a side-focus or a
complete comparison to many cat-human research articles, much more often than cats
being the sole research subject.
However, cats are more than their stereotype, as shown through the study done by
Bennett et al. (2017) where 416 cat owners assessed their domesticated cat for personality
traits. The research findings resulted in six personality genres: Playfulness, Nervousness,
Amiability, Dominance, Demandingness, and Gullibility. By creating a way in which
owners can identify their cat’s personality types, Bennett et al. provided a basis for other
researchers to discuss and analyze cat-human communication, and the perception that
humans have of their cats. In their case, Bennett et al. suggested the ways people
humanize their cats. Large amounts of humanization would indicate owners perceive
their cats as family, while a lack of humanization may show the cats as objects, or simply
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as the animals they are. The personality genres identified by Bennett et al. are traits
associated with other species, including humans, making them almost universally
acknowledged traits. The genre “Playfulness” was composed of the terms energetic,
playful, quick, mischievous, and curious. This genre has been labeled by previous studies
as “Active” and is very similar to the human personality dimension “Extraversion.”
Consistent emergence of the “Playfulness” genre has been seen through personality
studies done on numerous species (e.g., dogs, rhesus monkeys, and chimpanzees),
suggesting that this facet of personality is a dominant trait throughout evolution. The
genre “Nervousness” was formed by the terms nervous, timid, apprehensive, cautious,
and confident. These traits can be compared to “Neuroticism” in humans. “Amiability” as
a genre was composed of the terms cooperative, warm, peaceful, charming, and faithful.
These traits appear to collectively form the personality dimension broadly analogous to
the “Agreeableness” factor of the human personality model but lacking the altruistic
qualities, such as willingness to share and acts of selflessness, that are a facet of
“Agreeableness” in humans. The genre “Dominance” consisted of the terms proud,
domineering, serious, independent, and territorial. This term is controversial due to the
correlation that “Dominance” has with dogs. In regard to cats, dominance is more of a
sociable-focused term relating to cats’ hostility towards people. “Demandingness” was
determined by the terms persistent, demanding, needy, persevering, and loud. In domestic
cat research, demanding and needy personality traits have been mapped on activity and
anthro-affiliation scales, while vocalizations (loud) have been mapped on sociability
scales. Whether “Demandingness” is an independent personality dimension, or part of a
larger collection of traits, requires additional investigation. The “Demandingness” genre
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was moderately correlated with “Playfulness,” which included the words energetic,
playful, quick, mischievous, and curious. It is possible that cats displaying high levels of
traits from both genres could have evolutionary benefits in modern times, mainly in the
form of receiving more attention and resources from their domestic human counterparts
(Bennett et al. 2017). The final trait determined in their study, “Gullibility,” consisted of
the terms clumsy, foolish, gullible, and confused. This genre seems to bear little
resemblance to those found on previous feline personality scales, but these traits might
loosely be considered as opposite to those traits that constitute intellect or openness found
in human personality scales. Alternatively, this cluster of traits may simply be a function
of cat popularity in videos and memes that led a large proportion of cat owners in
Bennett‘s et al. (2017) study to systematically misperceive some aspects of their cat’s
behavior.
An issue that was addressed in the research by Pongrácz and Szapu (2018) was that cathuman interactions studied in the past resembled cat-cat (intraspecies) contacts, which means
that these studies discouraged those who are interested in the behavior correlations of
domesticated cats. Pongrácz and Szapu (2018) felt that “There is also an undeniable difficulty
when it comes to testing companion cats - unlike dogs, cats are very difficult, if not impossible to
test in any location other than the home of the owner.” This means that when looking to
understand cat-human interactions, one should look to cat owners for their attention and better
understanding of their own companion cat. Pongrácz and Szapu (2018) found that:
Owners use more pointing when they think that their cat communicates with them in
multiple modalities. This effect can have several explanations. Cats that experience a rich
gestural communication from their owner may themselves react with more various
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repertoires of communicative signals. Alternatively, a highly interactive cat may trigger
more frequent pointing cueing from the owner. (p. 9)
Alternatively, the owner or cat may prefer gestural signals over verbal communication or vice
versa, leading one form of communication to be used more frequently than the other. An
interesting result to be noted from Pongrácz and Szapu’s (2018) study, is that if an owner is
highly responsive to their cat’s vocalization, and they hear an unknown cat vocalization, they are
more likely to investigate; this was especially true for female participants. It was also found that
cats often use vocalizations when interacting with humans, and can even recognize their owners’
voice. However, reacting to your cat is not the same as communicating with your cat. The meow
is one of the most common cat-to-human vocalizations, and its increase in intensity and
frequency helps to relay the growing level of tension regarding the subject of the meow.
Pongrácz and Szapu (2018) found that “cat owners had difficulties in guessing the contextual
information of cat meows, apart from a general judgement that the cat ‘wants something’” (p.
10). This does not seem to stop owners from trying to understand and comply with their cats’
wants, and even share their thoughts with their cats; especially when “owners usually consider
their cats as family members with a high capacity for emotional and empathetic understanding
towards human emotions and communicative signals and considerable levels of mental capacity”
(Pongrácz & Szapu, 2018, p. 13).
In conclusion, cats appear to be able to learn the emotions of their owner and refer to
them for guidance. As mentioned earlier, during the study by Galvan and Vonk (2015), it was
noted that the cats would look towards the owner far more often than they would the
experimenter and the experiment. These cats were looking for an understanding of the situation
from their owners. Cats look to their owners for situational understanding. Cats perceive human
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emotion as a way to gauge the danger of a situation. Owners perceive their cats’ traits in an
emotional context, with emphasis on mood. The literary review did not focus on the
anthropomorphism of cats, but did demonstrate the ways in which humans and cats work
together. Humans and cats both try to communicate to one another with varying degrees of
effectiveness. Previous studies on cats tend to put the cat into a situation with a researcher rather
than their owner. This led to inconclusive results as it was noted the cat’s behavior was different
with their owner. With continued domestication of cats, it is possible that cats can enjoy the same
pleasures from work as other domesticated animals. Cats initially started their domestication
with the job of pest-control, but this is a solitary job for a solitary animal. As mentioned above,
cats may need the interdependency of the relationship between cat and owner to develop the
ability to obey, look for guidance, or work at increased paces. It can be noted that cats need to be
trained with positive reinforcement and reward systems that will over time further an
interdependent relationship between cat and human.
Method
This research methodology section consists of a description and explanation of the participants,
survey design and administration, and how the survey analysis was conducted.
Participants
In this research, I am interested in understanding the perceived communication between
owner and feline. I will be using a broad range of participants, with the following requirements:
● Currently/Previously a cat owner
● Owned the cat for 3 or more years
● Owner must be 18 years or older
● Cat must be domesticated
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● Cat must be an indoor-only or mainly-indoor cat (e.g., cat spends a majority of
their time with their owner; this is for observation purposes)
The way in which these participants were chosen was based on the cat being an adult,
making it necessary to request the owner of the cat have had said cat for at least 3 years. This
way, even if the participant had received the cat as a kitten, it would have to be an adult cat for
them to speak on the experiences the owner has had with their cat. Of course, for the participant
to participate in the survey, they will need to own a cat, along with owning it for three years.
Why the participant needs to be eighteen years old is due to the IRB’s restriction of minors
participating in academic research, thus excluding younger participants. Regarding the need for
the cat to be domesticated: testimonials from individuals who have feral cats on their property or
in their neighborhood do not have nearly the level of interaction and communication occurring as
domesticated cats. There have been studies conducted on indoor and outdoor cats in the same
research, and researchers do tend to find a difference in both the cat's interaction level with the
owner, and the amount of time the owners have to observe their cat. This leads to the need in this
particular survey for the participant to be able to observe and take note of their cat’s traits, as
well as the different ways in which their cat tries to communicate. Due to this reasoning, the cat
must also be an indoor-only or mainly-indoor cat.
Survey Design and Administration
I have chosen three open-ended questions that fit my research, I decided to make the
questions open so that I may receive organic responses and so that my bias wouldn’t affect the
results:
1. What traits would you describe your cats as having?
2. How would you describe your cat's personality?
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3. In your own words, how does your cat communicate with you? Please give examples.
All questions and forms of distribution were approved by the IRB, please see Appendix C.
Question one was designed to have responders answer with the character traits they saw in their
cat (e.g., lazy, excitable, friendly, mean, etc.) allowing me to relate these traits with those found
in the study from Bennett et al. (2017) where personality traits were determined by 416 cat
owners. The second question was asked to help determine to what degree a cat owner may have
anthropomorphized their cat. “Personality” was specifically chosen as it connotes human traits,
and would ideally lead to the responder to share either anthropomorphic terms (e.g., my cat
demands, my cat is very sassy, my cat loves, etc) or not (e.g., it is clean, it is aggressive, etc.).
This would allow me to better understand the relationship between the owner and cat, and
perhaps even better understand if the owner spends time with the cat or not. The third question
was created to understand what the responder sees as communication from their cat, and when
does the communication occur most? For example, does the responder notice their cat mostly
communicates when the cat wants necessities (e.g., food, water, etc.)? Or does the responder
notice their cat when it wants attention, or is trying to do something on its own? What behavior
is perceived as positive, and what is perceived as negative?
These questions were proposed through SurveyMonkey. The survey was anonymous, and
did not include protected classes (e.g., persons under the age of 18, persons who are currently
incarcerated, etc.) The only protected class that may have participated in the survey are those
who are pregnant, as the survey does not pertain to controversial content matter, and this is not a
physical, nor emotionally taxing survey. All answers are subjective, as I have asked for the
participants’ personal experiences with their cats. When distributing the surveys, a large amount
were distributed through social media (1,000+ individuals received/saw the invitation to
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participate in the survey), with a handful sent out through email (58 to family members and
friends), and an even smaller amount distributed through text messages (12 individuals). In
addition, those who received the invitation to participate in the survey were requested to share
the survey with their friends and family; anyone that had owned a cat for three or more years,
who was an adult (18+), and who kept tabs of their indoor cat was a valid participant. Please see
the survey in Appendix A.
Survey Analysis
Once enough surveys had been submitted at the end of the three-month period, I
compiled the written responses into an excel file where I was able to better analyze the survey
responses. To compile the terms that cat owners used to describe their cat’s personality, I read
through each response, and recorded each time that a new term was used and recorded the
number of times each term was used. This was compiled to determine the consistency in which
cat owners described their cat. Seeing that the most common terms used to describe their cat
were also consistent with the terms provided by the study done from Bennett et al. (2017), this
helped to strengthen the notion that cats can have a variety of traits and differing personalities.
For analyzing the responses relating to anthropomorphizing and cat communicative cues,
I filtered the responses for common terms used to describe the respondent’s cat’s communication
(e.g., meowing, purring, pawing, etc.), took note on every term used, and recorded the frequency.
I also took notes on how the responder wrote about their cat, were they using warm and loving
terms (e.g., my sweet cat, my baby, this little rascal, etc.) or were they using straight forward and
less emotional terms (e.g., my cat communicates by meowing at me; when they want something,
they let me know; etc.)? Upon completion of the survey analysis, I compiled the commonalities
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from the word choices and the common themes. With this information, I was able to discuss the
perceived communication between owners and their cats.
Results
The form of sampling used to distribute the cat-owner survey was snowball sampling.
This method was chosen due to the high volume of sharing potential, compared to random
sampling, I felt that using snowball sampling would provide a higher chance of having an
individual who owns a cat take part in the survey, and then share the survey with another cat
owner. The way of sampling used in this survey was a form of convenience sampling; however,
it cannot be ruled out that individuals not in my geographic area, Spokane, Washington, had
received and taken the survey. When distributing the surveys, a large amount were distributed
through social media (1,000+ individuals received/saw the invitation to participate in the survey
on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and a cat-lovers group on Reddit), with a handful sent out
through email (58 to family members and friends), and an even smaller amount distributed
through text messages (12 individuals). In addition, those who received the invitation to
participate in the survey were requested to share the survey with their friends and family; anyone
that had owned a cat for three or more years, who was an adult (18+), and who kept tabs of their
cat (cat lives mainly indoors) was a valid participant. Please see the survey in Appendix B. Once
the survey was distributed, a period of 3 months (September, October, November of 2019) was
dedicated to sharing and continually sending out reminders. These reminders were sent out on a
weekly basis for the entirety of the distribution process. In total, there were 217 respondents. Of
the 217, only 149 responses qualified based on the five participation requirements.
Cat Owner Perceptions of Perceived Communication
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From these responses, I was able to determine that cats have multiple forms of
communication, and owners perceive this communication with different levels of need and
intensity. This corresponds with the study from Pongrácz and Szapu (2018). Table 1 shows that
meowing is the most commonly held perception owners notice. This shows that cat owners tend
to be more perceptive to noises, but it was not determined whether cat owners responded to their
cat’s meows more so than other forms of communication. It can only be stated that cat owners
notice their cat’s meow more often than other forms of communication.
Category of Cat
Communication

Number of Responses

Percentage of Responses

Meowing

105/147

71.4

Rubbing with Body

46/147

31.3

Using Paws

31/147

21.0

Leading the Owner

27/147

18.4

Table 1: Categories of cat communication noticed by owners
The second most commonly understood form of communication from cats was rubbing
their body on the person or subject of interest. This behavior was commonly coupled with
leading, where the cat rubs up on the owner, and proceeds to repeatedly run to the subject of
interest. This form of communicating was popular among respondents, and as in previous studies
(Pongrácz & Szapu, 2018) it was found when cats experience rich gestural communication from
their owners, the cats in turn respond with a variety of communicative signals. Using paws being
another key form of communication, cat owners generally understood that their cat uses their
paws to interact with objects, but also to communicate with their owner regarding specific goals
the cat has or objects the cat wants to interact with. The commonly perceived usage of paws was
to request the owners share what they have with the cat (e.g., food, toys, attention, etc.) and to
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stop the owners from continuing what they are doing (e.g., stop the owner from petting the cat,
stop the dog from drinking from the cat’s food bowl, etc.). As mentioned before, leading the
owner was used when the cat needed something from the owner, generally when the owner was
not near the object, or did not move to go near the object their cat wanted the owner to interact
with (e.g., cat wants the faucet turned on, so cat gets the attention of the owner through either
meowing or rubbing, and proceeds to run from the owner to the faucet until the owner proceeds
to comply with the cat’s request, or the cat gives up on requesting from the owner). When
connecting this data to the literature review, cats' needs are prioritized by what attention-getting
cues the cat provides to the owner.
Meowing as Communication
The most commonly perceived form of communication from cats to cat owners was
meowing. When cats meow, owners almost always perceive this as their cat communicating to
them. This form of communication is perceived as an urgent need or want. For a majority of cat
owners, meows range from, “I want attention” to “I need food.” If a cat tries to communicate to
their owner, and does not receive the intended response, the cat will almost always respond to the
owner through meowing. According to respondents from the survey, their cat will meow as a last
resort to try and force a response. Below are a few examples of how owners perceive their cat’s
meows.
○ He communicates with me by meowing. Different pitched meows mean different
things. A loud meow means he is hungry. [A] quiet meow with a purr means he is
surprised. A high pitched meow means he wants attention, and a middle tone
meow means he is checking in to make sure you are ok. A meow that sounds
angry means stop doing that.
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○ All of my cats will meow at me until I follow them and then lead me to their
empty food or water bowl, or to the door to be let out. Lawrence chirps at me
when he wants attention, which is often...Theodore does less of a meow and more
of a literal (and incessant) cry when he wants something, whether it's food or
more likely to be let outside...Francine meows constantly. When she wants
attention, when she's hungry, when she thinks I should share some of my
leftovers, she just jumps right into the middle of things and scREAMS.
Cat Body Rubbing as Communication
The second most commonly perceived form of communication from cats to cat owners
was cats rubbing their bodies on objects and people. This form of communication was perceived
as a want or desire from the cat. Cats would rub up on their owner to let the owner know they
wanted something, but rubbing was also considered less important than meowing. Below you
will see a few examples from the survey.
○ He communicates by rubbing up against me and meowing at me and making his
presence known
○ She would come up to you and rub your legs and get in your way until she got
feed, watered or whatever she wanted.
○ Rubs against my leg when wants attention or be picked up. Meows when hungry
or thirsty.
○ She perched on the counter while I make coffee, rubbing against my arm to let me
know she wants her little bit of milk.
Pawing as Communication
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The third most commonly used form of communication was pawing objects or people.
Cat owners would often align pawing as their cat being curious or interested in the person or
object. The opposite was also seen with cats using their paws to swipe at people or things that
upset them. Pawing was not perceived by cat owners to be an extremely urgent form of
communication; rather, this was seen as a gentler form of alerting the cat owners, or informing
the cat owners of the cats’ wants. Below you will see examples from survey respondents on their
cat’s communication.
○ She has a variety of vocalizations and [no verbal cues]. She uses her paw to direct
our hand to pet her.
○ Sometimes if [I’m] not paying attention she gently kneads [my] pant leg at the
knee to get my attention.
○ He will usually be vocal when he's hungry or wants pets but sometimes he'll jump
into your lap and paw at you for loves
○ She comes to see me late at night and will pull herself up and tap me with her paw
to get me play with her. If I leave a room she follows me even if she is cuddling
my wife. She will find any reason that she can to cuddle with me mostly by laying
on top of me or between my wife and I. She uses her paws to gently get my
attention when she wants something but will use her paw to swat at the kids when
she wants them to leave her alone.
Leading as Communication
The fourth most common form of communication is leading. Leading is a method in
which the cat instructs a person to follow the cat by getting the person’s attention, this may be
done through meowing, pawing or rubbing the person, and then the cat runs to the object or place
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the cat wants the person to interact with. Owners see their cats exhibit this behavior commonly to
indicate food problems such as an empty food bowl; because of this, owners often associate
leading as a means to gain the owner’s attention and tell the owner to do something or receive
something for the cat. Below you will find examples from respondents.
○ Simon tells us when he wants food. If I am in the living room and he is hungry he
gets under my feet and meows, then runs to the kitchen door and meows more so I
follow him. He knows where his food is, so he will stand by the cupboard and
meow until I get it out to feed him. He also tells us when it is time to go outside,
he does the same thing as above except he stops at the door not the food
cupboard.
○ If we don't acknowledge her, she will quietly meow to get attention and then lead
us to things, food, gifts of dead spiders, toys, etc. She will attempt to get you to do
this in two different ways. She will walk in front of you and throw herself onto
the floor in a prone position. If you walk passed without reaching down and
scratching her from neck to tail, she will get in front of you again and repeat the
process.
○ All of my cats will meow at me until I follow them and then lead me to their
empty food or water bowl, or to the door to be let out.
○ will get my attention by rubbing his head on me and having me follow to show
me what he needs
Owner Perceived Traits of Cats
After reviewing the results from my survey, it was found that cat owners had used 18
different adjectives when describing their cats. The adjective categories were
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affectionate/loving/caring, playful, intelligent/smart, cuddly, independent, lazy, energetic/active,
attitude/temperamental/sassy, friendly, curious, sensitive/intuitive, needy, loyal, sleepy, mouser,
dog like, mischievous, protective, and persistent. The categories, ranging from least commonly
used to describe their cat, to the most commonly used terms, were friendly: 12 respondents;
having attitude/temperamental/sassy: 13 respondents; energetic or active: 13 respondents; lazy:
15 respondents; independent: 17 respondents; cuddly: 20 respondents; intelligent or smart: 23
respondents; playful: 33 respondents; affectionate/loving/caring: 68 respondents. These terms
can be compared to the 6 personality traits discovered by Bennett et al. (2017): Playfulness,
Nervousness, Amiability, Dominance, Demandingness, and Gullibility. The most common trait,
affectionate/loving/caring, peaked at double the second most common trait, playful. These
categories and terms were not mutually exclusive. Very rarely throughout the survey did one
individual describe their cat as only one category, it was very common to see a minimum of two
categories used when discussing their cat (e.g., 22/142 of the respondents replied with one word
to describe their cat. 6 respondents did not answer.)
Focus of Cat-Perceptions
From the survey it was discovered that owners primarily perceived the direct touching
and vocal cues as communication. The majority of survey results mentioned at least two forms of
communication, as listed in the cat communication themes: meowing, pawing, rubbing, leading.
At least two forms of communication were mentioned in a majority of the survey responses:
123/148 (83%). Below you will find examples from the survey on cat owners perceiving
multiple forms of communication from their cat:
○ All of my cats will meow at me until I follow them and then lead me to their
empty food or water bowl, or to the door to be let out. Lawrence chirps at me
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when he wants attention, which is often. Theodore does less of a meow and more
of a literal (and incessant) cry when he wants something, whether it's food or
more likely to he let outside. But he's great at letting his displeasure be known, for
example he hates to be held and scrambles to get out of my arms if it isn't his idea.
Francine meows constantly. When she wants attention, when she's hungry, when
she thinks I should share some of my leftovers, she just jumps right into the
middle of things and scREAMS.
○ She meows allot when’s she’s thrown up somewhere in the house. Then we go
searching. She’s a talker especially in the morning. She’ll come in the bathroom
when I’m getting ready for work and just meow meow meow like she’s got allot
to tell me.
○ talks and meows at me. Today he also pawed my hand when I stopped petting him
to ask for more
○ would come up to you and rub your legs and get in your way until she got feed,
watered or whatever she wanted. She was not a meower...more of a hisser. If she
was done cuddling and you wanted her to stay she would hiss and jump down.
○ Meows obnoxiously, paws at me, side swipes with her body, nips, and plants
herself in your face.
This focus and perception of direct touching and vocal cues connects to the study from
Bodenhausen & Hugenberg (2009), where they state that our perception tends to be based on the
focus of stimuli, and we may be missing certain aspects of the communication that we just aren’t
focused on.
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By the time I reached the end of my survey responses, I noticed that there were
similarities between some of the received responses. One such similarity was owners assigning
their cats’ communicative cues a human value or perceiving it as if the cat were human. The
owners that humanized their cat’s communication would often recognize more varied levels of
vocal communication. In contrast to this, the owners that did not humanize their cat, gave less
detailed responses and did not personify their cats beyond surface behavior. These owners
seemed to prefer their cat in a simpler context, without assigning it human value. The survey
provided a variety of responses from respondents, varying from the owner seeing their cat akin to
a human toddler, to the owner seeing their cat as an object. Below you will find many examples
of owners humanizing their cats, and one at the end that showcases a respondent that does not
humanize their cat. This response is shown in italics to provide clarification.
○ He's usually reserved but gets very affectionate if people are sad/distressed - he
even rushes to me when I have panic attacks and starts brushing up against me.
He can be mean-spirited towards other animals, and will bully them for seemingly
no reason. When he wants to be held, he stands on his hind legs and stretches his
arms up towards the ceiling - if one fails to grab him, he can sometimes fall
backwards.
○ Aloof, seeking connection or interaction only [whenever the cat] feels like it. My
cat only communicates when or is hungry by meowing or by purring when it is
content.
○ When I come home from school my cat will crawl up on the ledge and meow
down at me until I respond to him. He loves to talk and meow. He's very
particular and only drinks out of his designated human cup.
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○ My oldest cat (Lawrence) is warm and affectionate to all people. He loves belly
rubs and to be held like a baby. He's a total slut for catnip. But he is also the
moodiest. He likes to have things his way. He dumps over his food if he is not
happy. He always sits next to me when I watch TV. He thinks he's the center of
the universe.
Similar to how dogs have created a unique form of communication to provide the dog
with the best results from their owners, cats seem to understand that they will get the best results
through meowing rather than by hitting or bumping or pawing their human. We as cat owners
seem to understand that when our cats are trying to communicate, they want/need something.
○ He will usually be vocal when he's hungry or wants pets but sometimes he'll jump
into your lap and paw at you for loves
○ He meows and runs on my legs when he is hungry, purs and drools when he is
being loving/cuddling and bites me and runs away when he wants to play.
○ she is very vocal and wants to be held all the time. as soon as I come home from
work she jumps on the bed and starts demanding I pick her up. when I do pick her
up she wraps her paws around my neck so I cannot put her down.
○

meows at me all the time ie feeding time, when she needs water, when she wants
to be held, when she is laying on my side of the bed and does not want me to
move her

There is also a large section of people who see these communicative signs as affection for the
sake of affection, and aggression rather than playfulness, which is not always the case.
Cats Interacting with Children
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An interesting note from the survey responses is that everyone from the survey who has a
cat and also has a child, or has their cat near children, states that their cat generally understands
that a child is a child, no matter the species. The cat treats the child differently than it does
adults. The cat either treated the children with more patience, other times the cat would avoid or
warn the child from interacting.
○ My cat understand how kids or babies going to behave. Even though, my kids
were pretty rough with the cat she was pretty patient with that.
○ She’s a little fearful of folks sometimes, and fearful of children all the time. She’s
sweet, but doesn’t really do a heck of a lot of cuddling or sleeping with humans.
She loves going outside, and is a wicked good hunter
○ Friendly, spends lots of time hunting outside and sleeping inside. Eager to be with
people, often following us on walks (at least part way...and then waits for us to
come back), patient with small children, likes to sit on laps and purr while being
petted.
○ She loves me more than anyone in the house. With some of the kids she growls
and swats them as soon as she can but she follows me all over the house. She
comes to see me late at night and will pull herself up and tap me with her paw to
get me play with her.
○ She communicates with her eyes. They get large and round when she is wanting
to play they get small and squinty when she is relaxed. She growls and or purrs to
show how she feels about others. With me she will purr but with my youngest son
all he has to do is walk in the room and she drops her ears and growls under her
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breath. She uses her paws to gently get my attention when she wants something
but will use her paw to swat at the kids when she wants them to leave her alone.
○ She would rub against my legs until I sat down so she could get on my lap to be
petted. When hungry she would push her dish around until I filled it. If one of the
grandkids was crying or sounding stressful she would come to me meowing until
I followed her to the. Baby.
Trait Perception
From the survey, I have gathered that people mainly take note of their cats'
communication when the cat is vocalizing their wants and when the cat physically communicates
this, for example, rubbing on their human, tapping on an extremity, scratching their human,
biting/nipping. Purring and rubbing, two of the kinder communicative methods, are seemingly
the most perceived form of communication amongst humans. This seems to be because we are
more inclined to focus on the positive traits of cats rather than the negative form that could be
interpreted from cats’ actions. (e.g., affectionate/loving/caring, playful, intelligent/smart, cuddly,
independent, lazy, energetic/active, attitude/temperamental/sassy, friendly, curious,
sensitive/intuitive, needy, loyal, sleepy, mouser, dog like, mischievous, protective, persistent).
These forms can all be considered positive, while having very few able to be considered negative
traits. Those that may be negative (e.g., lazy, attitude/temperamental/sassy, needy, mischievous,
and persistent) were subjective. For example, I do not find a needy cat to be a bad cat, or
considered negative; however, other cat owners may find this trait annoying or difficult to deal
with.
Cat Communication: Face and Chest Interaction
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Multiple cat owners noted that their cats like to be on or touch their chest and face. This
mainly came off as a loving gesture to the cat owners but was also interpreted as a sign to attend
to the cat’s request.
○

He’s definitely something else he’s very goofy he will sit on your lap and then
get a bad case of the zoomies he is always looking for attention and will lay in
your face if you let him he loves to be around people

○ will rub his face on your face
○ Will also frequently paw at your leg while you are eating food (begging). He also
sometimes puts his paw on your face when being held, which I see as a sign of
affection:)
○ He runs around and bites my ankles but also gives me face love and sits on my
face and purrs.
○ She's very loving with me and will get up in my lap in the evening and snuggle.
She will dance in front of me if I'm sitting in a chair and reach up to take my hand
toward her face if I don't reach out to give her lovings.
Discussion
My goal was to understand how often owners anthropomorphize their cats, the traits
owners see in their cats, and what actions owners perceive the cat is taking in order to
communicate with them. Cats use humans as a point of understanding for situations they are
unsure of. Humans believe cats interact with us in an emotional setting, instead, cats interact with
us to understand and to create results. From my survey research, it seems that many cats show
love for their owner, and that part of the cat's interaction with their owner is based on interacting
for positive attention and to show affection. From the literature review, it can be stated that
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humans view cats’ personality traits similar to those in humans, and generally focus on the
positive traits, especially if the human shows quite a bit of affection towards the cat. In my
survey research, it can be seen that personality traits are in line with previous studies. Cat owners
view their cats as individuals with multiple dimensions to their personality, while other cat
owners find that their cat is very basic, focusing on less humanizing traits. There was a lack of
cat owner and cat relationship focus, and more of a focus on the interactions that humans in
general have with cats. This differs from my research, as I wanted to understand what cat owners
think of their cat, rather than how any person might interact with a cat the person does not know.
It can be found in the literature review that cat owners’ relationships with their cats have a higher
degree of understanding and trust than researchers interacting with cats. The survey research that
I have conducted on owners’ anthropomorphization of their cats was based on the owners’ word
choices used in response to the survey. The owners using sentences such as, “my cat yells”
instead of “my cat meows,” or “my cat is such a gentleman...” were considered to be
anthropomorphization on the owner’s part. Multiple owners were shown to treat and reflect on
their cats as if they were their children, or a small person living in the owners’ houses. The past
studies, shown in the literature review above, demonstrate that over time people are becoming
more acquainted with the subtleties that are used in cat communication. The study by Merola et
al. (2015) suggests cats will respond to human emotive cues with more subtle responses in
comparison to dogs; however, I believe that cats are beginning to communicate in more obvious
ways, at least regarding cat-human communication. As there are with dog owners, some cat
owners are not as versed in communication with their cat, and some do not find communication
necessary to enjoy their cat. Understanding the frequency that humans humanize their cats can
highlight the way in which we perceive cats’ communication: more humanization causing
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owners to treat their cats needs as though they had the same complex needs as the owner, less
humanization causing owners to treat their cats needs with less complex motives behind them.
There were also those in the survey who deeply appreciated their cat but understood that they
were an animal, and had base needs, less complex than their own. Based on the results of the
survey, I believe that we are becoming closer and closer to our feline companions every day, and
better understanding their needs and wants.
Limitations and Direction for Further Research
This section will be focused on the limitations of this study, what could have been done
better, and where further research should focus to better understand the relationship and
communication between cat owner and cat companion.
One limitation from this study was the lack of direction given. Were I to redo this study, I
would have provided more precise instructions when asking cat owners about their cat’s traits,
and I would have liked to ask their thoughts on more specific communication - how does your
cat let you know they are hungry? How does your cat let you know they want attention? How
does your cat let you know they need something? Can you tell when your cat needs something
versus wants something? However, I did not want to incidentally lead or influence the cat
owners. I did not want to force them to think about specific times their cat was communicating,
and how it happened; rather, I wanted them to share when they noticed their cat communicating.
If the cat owner did not naturally notice when their cat wanted attention, then what
communication did they notice? Another limitation of this study was the inability to be certain of
the validity of each individual's statements. This is an issue when surveying anonymously, but
also allows for true freedom of opinion. I believe that the format of distribution and the timeline
of the entire research could have been improved upon. The entirety of the survey creation and
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distribution took place over the course of six months, but I believe that I could have done a better
job of tightening the timeline of these tasks. When distributing the survey, were I to send
reminders out on a daily basis to complete the survey and share, would I have gotten more
responses? I can only assume so. Responses may have been increased were I to be more strategic
with my distribution as well. Rather than sending the survey out through social media on my
account, to my friends and family, I should have researched and promoted my survey to specific
individuals and organizations, such as veterinary clinics and pet adoption centers.
Although researching the traits that owners view their cats as having, the amount of
anthropomorphization humans push onto their cats and the communication that humans perceive
from their cats, I was not able to fully answer these questions. What I did receive was a variety
of perceived communication from cats to owners. There are more studies done on cat-human
communication every day, and it is necessary to bring cat-human communication up to the same
level that we have attained with dog-human communication. Further research should be
conducted to narrow down how cats are communicating, not just with humans, but with other
species as well. I hope that with more studies, we will be better able to determine where we are
in our understanding of cat-human communication.
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Appendix A
Owner Perceptions of Cat-Human Communication
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Appendix B
Survey Responses

What traits would you describe Please describe your cat's
your cat as having?
personality. We would love
examples!

In your own words, how does
your cat communicate with
you? Please give examples of
this communication.

Intelligent, sensitive to human He's usually reserved but gets
emotion, persistent, aloof
very affectionate if people are
sad/distressed - he even rushes
to me when I have panic
attacks and starts brushing up
against me. He's smart, and it
only took a couple attempts to
teach him basic house-training
and a few tricks, as well as
displaying object permanence.
He can be mean-spirited
towards other animals, and will
bully them for seemingly no
reason.

When he wants to be held, he
stands on his hind legs and
stretches his arms up towards
the ceiling - if one fails to grab
him, he can sometimes fall
backwards. He also meows or
lightly taps his paw against a
person when he wants attention.
If he wants somebody to stop
holding him, he shifts his body
weight out of their arms in a
sort of flopping motion.

Super friendly and very cuddly! Wild. Have any tissue layin
She smacks me with her paw
Playful and lovesssss water.
around she will play with it, but when she has no food or water
She usually loves to cuddle at leaving tissue torn up all
or is wanting to play. Especially
night when you’re laying on
around the house. She’s very in the middle of the night, she
your back and will come lay on sweet, she loves to lay on your will let you know if she has ran
your chest. When she wants to chest as she falls asleep. But is out of food or water.
play and your hand/ leg are
shy, it takes a few weeks to
hanging off the bed or couch, really connect with another
she will do a gentle swat letting person.
you know she wants to play(:
Very friendly, sleepy, and loves He’s definitely something else
to play, he meows whenever he he’s very goofy he will sit on
wants something and will
your lap and then get a bad
usually point out what he wants case of the zoomies he is
(walks around it, sits by it, etc) always looking for attention
and will lay in your face if you

He meows or rubs on my legs
he just finds a way to be known
and then won’t stop until you
notice him
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let him he loves to be around
people

cuddly, spaz, a princess

she loves sleeping on my bed
next to my head, she loves
sprinting and dashing around
right after she uses the litter
box.

she wags her tail when i call her
name, she meows when she
wants somethinG and she’ll
bring me to it, she’s attached to
me and is very cautious of other
people.

I don’t no of any

He has a loving and playfully
personality he loves to cuddle

When I leave him he sits and
looks at just purring. Then
when I come home he runs up
to rubbing my legs purring

Frendlyness

My cat understand how kids or
babies going to behave.
eventhough, my kids were
pretty rough with the cat she
was pretty patient with that.

To say I love you :I did eye
communication. such as I made
eye contact with her, and then
close my eye slowly, and open
my eye slowly.

sassy, opienated, finicky, loyal, she is very vocal and wants to
loving
be held all the time. as soon as
I come home from work she
jumps on the bed and starts
demanding I pick her up. when
I do pick her up she wraps her
paws around my neck so I
cannot put her down. she
crawls in our bed between my
husband and I and gets angry
when he is touching me

meows at me all the time ie
feeding time, when she needs
water, when she wants to be
held, when she is laying on my
side of the bed and does not
want me to move her

To me, my cat has almost
Frankie is clever, mischievous
human characteristics- or at
and young at heart. In the
least I have definitely applied morning when he wants me to
those to his personality
. My get up, he will jump off the bed
cat is clever, affectionate and and sit next to the door spring.
He will hit this making it
wonderful.

He talks. He verbalizes
excitement and extreme
annoyance. He makes a
"barking, chirping" sound. If I
say his name or make the sound
during one of these emotions he
will make this noise.
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vibrate noisily and force me to
get up.

Energetic, loving, affectionate, Silly, attentive, attention
Both of our cats will stand at
goofy
seeking (will chase and bite if your feet and meow until you
you don’t give him attention!) pay attention to them. Then
they will have you follow them
until you get them what they
want
Laid back playful and
interested in what others are
doing

Very laid back just goes with My cat likes to rub up against
the flow very playful and likes my leg. My cat will jump up
to cuddle
on my stomach and kneed purr
and meow

playful attitude.

climbing on things

Attitude

sweet but wants to run
by bitting on my toes or fingers
everything if he doesn't he has
an attitude

Lazy, short tempered

Playful at times but aggressive Lots of meowing
at others.

Cute and beautiful

They r funny and playful

Playing and having fun

playful hyper mouser

will rub his face on your face

he gives me the look lol

paws on my leg.

Caring and compassionate but Slow and steady as she gets
Meows when she can’t find me.
is like a momma bear and
older but is still the most loving Licks when she wants
protects
cat I’ve met
something moved
She smart and beautiful

She act more like a dog. She’ll Yes she communicates with
sit and she’ll give you her paw me. When she wants to eat she
goes to refrigerator and said
now

Loving, cute

Mischievous, loves to explore. Head butt, snuggling, meows
Very friendly
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Dog like traits

He thinks he is one of the dogs! Will pur when loved on and
Follows them everywhere and walk in and out of your legs
will even sit when told!
Extremely laid back and very
very lazy!

Independent

Stubborn

Playful and rambunctious

Loves to bother the dog. Needs Rubbing her head on me.
a lot of attention

Affection, playful

playful, dog like,

meow, rubbing

Black and white spots

He’s quiet but playful.

By coming next to me and
getting some attention.

Needy, loving

She is very lovey but gets
overstimulated. Scared of the
dogs

Purr, meow, bite rings/watches

Affectionate, active

Very affectionate

Contact, meowing

lazy agile

playfull and is shy

he meows at me

Nice

Messy

Making noise

Stubborn

Stubborn and does what he
wants

Meows and runs to the door
like a dog

friendly, loving, cute

goofy but a lovebug

by walking up to me and
purring or rubbing herself
against me

Lazy

playfull shy

meowing in certain ways to get
my attention

Comfort

Awesome

A lot

intelligence playful

very loving

by snuggling when i’m sick

She meow talks, follows me,
and paws me to get attention

Loving, intuitive
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Company

Nice

Cuddly, playful

Goofy, crazy at times

Different meows depending on
what she needs

Intelligence, independence and He is a sweet and playful boy
guile
with a lot of energy and
mischievous character

He communicates by rubbing
up against me and meowing at
me and making his presence
known

Quiet

comes to you closer

quiet

Intelligent, curious, playful and Very sweet playful interesting Meowing and giving me signs
affectionate
he loves to bathe and climb on for example when he wants to
my shoulder to sleep
go in my room he scratches the
door
Lazy and friendly

Lazy and friendly She is just
chill to be around

Stay close for attention hides
when she wants to be alone

Needy, possessive, loving,
She loves me more than anyone She communicates with her
irritated by some, skittish, lack in the house. With some of the eyes. They get large and round
of adventure
kids she growls and swats them when she is wanting to play
as soon as she can but she
they get small and squinty
follows me all over the house. when she is relaxed. She growls
She comes to see me late at
and or purrs to show how she
night and will pull herself up feels about others. With me she
and tap me with her paw to get will purr but with my youngest
me play with her. If I leave a son all he has to do is walk in
room she follows me even if
the room and she drops her ears
she is cuddling my wife. She and growls under her breath.
will find any reason that she
She uses her paws to gently get
can to cuddle with me mostly my attention when she wants
by laying on top of me or
something but will use her paw
between my wife and I
to swat at the kids when she
wants them to leave her alone.
alert aware playful

curious and playful

meows stretching her paws and
tapping window

Toys and fish

He is so quiet cat

He call me
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Loving and very happy and
friendly to all. Don't like
strangers.

Wildly crazy. Sleeps on my
arm under the blanket every
night

Hugs and Kisses. Head butt.
Little bites. Runs her head on
me

Lazy

talkative

face rubbing me

loving funny independent
unpredictable

young needy loves humans
vocal ornery trouble maker

vocal behavior

very energetic. more wild than Cat likes to hunt.
tame.

She leaves animal parts at the
door.

Friendly cat that we have

Nice and easy to get along with Play with me and feed me

Intelligent, Dorky

Sassy, Affectionate, Bold,
Dramatic, Territorial

Crazy

Sits at the dinner table and begs Paws at you
like a dog.

Friendly, funny, playful,
mischievous

A tease, she takes her toys and Rubs against my leg when
keeps them away from me
wants attention or be picked up.
Meows when hungry or thirsty.

hyper loving

she is the most lovable cat ever meow

Self reliant stubborn

She only comes around when
she need something

She meows or scratches

funny and sneaky

fun to hang out with, very
exciting

by purring

Independent

Aloof, seeking connection or My cat only communicates
interaction only when iyer feels when or is hungry by meowing
like it.
or by purring when it is content.

Yellow with brown eyes and
cute ears

Very cute and cuddly

By putting

Sneaky and sweet

She loves to cuddle

Rub and purr to get attention
for food or water

Meows, Body Language
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Chip, my 3 year old cat, is a
brown tabby, with emerald
green eyes. He had a strange
growth on his tail about 2 years
ago. It was shaped like a
squished half cylinder, and it
was covered in fur. It was
around the base of his tail. It's
not there anymore.

Chip doesn't like people very
much. I have a roommate, and
he won't let her touch him. He
does come into my room,
however, and sits on me. He
only lets me touch him. To me,
he's sweet, joyful, and playful.
Around my roommate and
guests, however, he's very
antisocial, but seldom violent.
He rarely bites; he only does so
if he's being hurt, for example,
when mh nephew grabbed his
leg and pulled it.

I just know. It sounds weird,
but I know. He looks at me, and
I just know. Sometimes, he'll
walk up to me and look me
dead in the eyes, and I'll think,
"My handsome baby's hungry."
I have taught him a few tricks,
like "sit" or "come over here
you lil gremlin", or "give
momma some lovin". He
sometimes steps on my upper
torso, (I'm a cisgender female)
and when he looks at me and
knows to get off. I like to call it
a telepathic connection. My
roommate thinks I'm crazy. It's
like twintuition, but with my
cat.

playful, loving, mischievous,
dumber than a box of rocks,
and cuteness

He loves to shred boxes, chase He is very vocal, letting us
spiders, dismember said
know when there are small
spiders, and likes to wear a
animals in the yard, when the
leash to go outside. He likes to food dish is empty, when he is
sleep on people or the basket using his litter box. If you aren't
full of blankets, and likes to
giving him sufficient attention,
eagerly wait for people to come he will use his front paws to
home in the window. (I
grab you and let you know.
promise you this is a cat and
not a dog).

Independent, mouthy, cute,
fluffy

My cat has a few sleeping spots He communicates with me by
that he loves to use. He loves to meowing. Different pitched
play, but only when he asks for meows mean different things. A
it. He loves morning cuddles, loud meow means he is hungry.
and he always wants your
I quiet meow with a purr means
attention when you are trying he is surprised. A high pitched
to do homework. He loves
meow means he wants
attention, but only when he
attention, and a middle tone
asks for it-which is often.
meow means he is checking in
to make sure you are ok. A
meow that sounds angry means
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stop doing that. He also puts
two feet on you when he wants
attention.

A

Loving

Scratch’s the door

my cat loves receiving affection when my daughter is too rough not much real communication
and loves playing. she also
my cat immediately knows to she'll sit next to me if she needs
handles my one year old
leave. she loves being pet while anything or race down the hall
daughter well
eating as well.
towards her food
Loving

Caring fun

Sassy personality, smart, loving Sassy but loving. Lays on her
and temperamental.
back for attention and rubs.

Love
Meows and walks in the
direction she wants me to go.

Weird. Playful. Mischievous.
Clumsy

My cat Genji is very weird. He Yes sometimes he meows at me
is clumsy and constantly falls angrily when his food bowl is
off things
empty. Or he purrs loudly when
he is getting or wants love. He
also purposely messes with
things he isn’t supposed to if he
wants love and I ignore him

Jolly

Calm, active,

Rubbing her ears and giving her
a bath

black amd white

chill. funny. lazy. playful

he meows he purrs he growls if
he's pissed off

Lazy

Grumpy

Meows and rubs on my leg

Loving caring

Outgoing sleepy

Meows
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Spoiled, very attention seeking, Spoiled, very attention seeking,
cuddly, happy, curious
cuddly, happy, curious. When I
come home from school my cat
will crawl up on the ledge and
meow down at me until I
respond to him. He loves to
talk and meow. He's very
particular and only drinks out
of his designated human cup.

Meowing, screaming, purrs,
opening and closing cabinets,
scratching on things. We often
close the door to my room and
when my cat wants out he waits
by the door and meows,
however if we're not fast
enough he'll go and scratch my
luggage in the closet because he
knows I'll get up to stop him
first and then let him out.

Lazy. Spontaneous. Agile

Playful. Loving.

Loud meow. Growl. Snuggling

cat 1: loving, possessive, lazy
cat 2: feisty, playful,
cuddly

cat 1: laid back until she feels
her territory is being
encroached on cat 2: energetic
and outgoing

both cats communicate with
their body language and
meows. I know my younger cat
wants to cuddle when he stands
next to me in a certain way. I
know he wants a treat by
putting his front paws on my
leg.

energetic, affectionate,
sometimes aloof

very independent and he
absolutely hates all rodents

purring; other vocalizations,
scratching at the front door

Cute

Lazy nosed

Meow

bossy independent

independent bossy moody

she yells at me

Lazy hungry

Mean

Meow

evil, likes to attack for fun,
hates closed doors, likes to
sleep on top of people, likes to
make for awful howl noises.

pretty much the above, but
he does communicate for food,
generally a lone wolf, but likes rarely for door opening.
to sleep with his mom, and
likes to attack if you pet his
belly.

Super cute

They are very loving, they
They are very loving when they
always come up to me and lick want food, when they don't feel
food they hide, etc.
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me and they always sit on my
lap.
Very messy and nice

Sweet , mean and nice

Squirrely. Slightly skittish.
Sweet. Quiet

I mean, pretty much everything All the standards. Meows. Face
I wrote above. She’s a little
against the leg. Butt in the air.
fearful of folks sometimes, and Flops. The occasional hiss
fearful of children all the time.
She’s sweet, but doesn’t really
do a heck of a lot of cuddling
or sleeping with humans. She
loves going outside, and is a
wicked good hunter

He is a tuxedo cat, small build, He is definitely not a lap cat!
very energetic.
Full of energy, always moving,
whether it be sprinting around
the house or jumping
on/off/from furniture. These
bursts of energy frequently
happen randomly. He enjoys
playing, particularly with wand
toys. However, when the mood
hits him, he does enjoy sitting
on your lap, especially if you
have a blanket over you!
Independence Dominance

Kind of good it depends on
how she feels

He definitely knows how to
voice his demands! Meows in
the morning and evening for
food. Will also frequently paw
at your leg while you are eating
food (begging). He also
sometimes puts his paw on your
face when being held, which I
see as a sign of affection:)

Does what he wants and really By yeowing and and scratching.
does not care about wishes of
owner,at the least.

Friendly, social, needy, fluffy, Same as last answer
smart, adventurous

Meows at me and I meow back.
Over and over

independent, calm, loving

she is very loving and will curl when she wants love, she will
up next to me in bed.
nudge me with her head. when
she’s hungry, she will meow at
me till i give her food.

Very cute

Smart

With here eyes
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playful, cuddly,

mischievous, always hiding and meowing, following through
popping out at people and other house, climbing my leg at
pets
dinner time

Playful sassy fun loving

He loves playing with paper, Talking by meowing when he
kneading my legs and cuddling wants to go for a walk outside

All kinds

Yes

Independent and needy at the
same time. Cuddly and soft.
Temperamental but
affectionate.

Loves to cuddle and be pet.
Jumps on my lap for loves.
Playful and fun. Doesn't take Meows for food. Pounces to
well to many people at once but indicate play time.
loves new people one at a time.

lazy, cute, attention loving,

likes to have attention all the by coming near me and
time. will go up to anyone who meowing or pushing my hand
comes in and meow to be
with her head
scratched or petted. will lay on
remotes/phones so that you
have to touch them to get to the
remote/phone

My cat was very curious. He
Reggie loved to chase us
also loved to cuddle and loyal. around and hide. He was an
orange Persian and very
playful.

Yes they do

He would put his paw on our
hands to make us pet him. He
would also put his paws on
anything we were working on
for attention.

Loving, attentive, smart,
playful, communicative,
peaceful.

She communicates and
She makes sounds when she's
demands food, water with weak pssing tgrough, or to greet if
meow and stronger if no
anyone passes while she
response.
iscresting. She meows and
follows and stnds patiently at
her food dish. She started
begging for treats too.

Cuddly, soft, sweet, docile,
stupid.

Stupid: one time she jumped With her eyes and her actions.
straight into a glass window.
Cuddly: I trained her to sleep
next to me on her back.
Docile: rarely gets riled up not
very feisty pretty much limp all
the time.
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one cat sweet, loving, lap cat, sweet loving cuddly like a dog meowing and pawing me
another cat "pain in the in that she ran up to the car
rear" destructive and
when we came home
behaviorally a nightmare,
another cat sweet and loving
Affectionate, Obnoxious,
curious, playful, lazy, loafing

Affectionate (forces himself
into your lap & drools when
happy), independent

Meow, squeaking, scratching at
door

One is extremely smart,
manipulative, vocal, bossy, and
cuddles like a baby in your
arms but the next moment
won't have anything to do with
you. The other one cuddles on
anyone but is dumb, silent, and
completely cold-hearted when
it comes to anything outside his
survival (and cuddling).

The smart one is similar to the The smart one beats on things
velociraptors on Jurassic Park. and throws tantrums when he
He'll test every cupboard,
wants something. He will cry,
drawer, and door and if we
throw things off shelves, tables,
aren't vigilant he will get in and and counters, and come find
reek havoc. The dumb one can you to tell you it is time to be
and will kill anything without fed. The dumb, cute one will
even blinking.
look at you with giant golden
eyes and huge pupils and try to
use a Jedi Mind Meld on you to
get food. He will also come
near you and make a chirping
huffing kind of noise that
means he is really ready for
some food.

Affectionate, independent,

Affectionate: She spends as
When she wants attention if I'm
much time as possible sitting at my desk, she'll first walk
on my lap when I'm watching back and forth in front of me on
TV Independent: She sleeps my desk. If that doesn't get her
alone even though she visits me the response she wants, she'll
in bed and likes the warmth
sit on whatever is directly in
under the blankets (Sorry if
front of me. If she still isn't
TMI)
satisfied, she'll resort to love
nips (light bites to get my
attention)
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Fairly laid back. Somewhat
spooky. Curious. Loving.

More a layed back cat than a
high strung type A variety cat,
although he can get spooked if
he hears an abrupt noise or a
strange person comes near his
space. I wonder if he may not
have been treated in a safe and
loving manner by his prior
owners. I adopted him from
PAWS at 3 & 1/2 years old. He
is quite curious and inquisitive.
Also loyal and loving
somewhat like a dog. He will
follow me around and have to
be near me if I've been away.
The longer I've been gone, the
more he is this way. He will
also get quite verbal at me with
his meows.

He will stare expectantly and
also meow at me. He will
follow me and stand near the
front door in hopes of getting to
go out for a walk on his harness
and leash. He will also meow
and look at me while doing this.
He also will crawl on my
stomach while I'm in bed at
6:00 A M. hoping to rouse me
to feed him. Staring in my eyes
is often one of the ways I often
wonder what he is trying to say;

Fun, snuggly, adventurous,
loving, friendly

He loves everyone and always Following me around, laying on
looks for attention. If you come my lap, chest, etc. Pawing my
up to him he will immediately face in the morning to get me
roll over and beg for tummy
up. Meowing at the door and
rubs.
scratching it to get out.

Spastic Loving Demanding

Loves attention, but when he Very loud meowing, especially
gets too much he leaves. He's when hungry. Purrs loudly
definitely a bed hog. When he when snuggling.
wants treats he climbs my legs.

fur, sense of adventure, desire
to be a part of the action,
hunting instinct, good listener,
patient, quick, clever, strong,
good at jumping

We have three cats. One is shy, The older cat squeaks when I
almost socially awkward. She pick her up or when she sees
spent a lot of time in the shelter something that needs my
before we adopted her. She
attention. She’s shy and doesn’t
bites but likes people to be near interact much. She waits until I
her. The other two are young. am almost asleep to get on my
The boy kitty is gregarious and lap but purrs when she is near.
bold. He is a bit of a bully. His The other two just barge in.
sister is quiet and affectionate.
They are not related but the
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older cat tries to mother the
young ones.

Perceptive. Loving. Consistent. I have 3. 2 are spoiled indoor Different meows. I understand
kitties. One is a feral outdoor them.
cat. Misty is my sweet girl who
likes to sleep with me. Luna is
a slug who likes to lay on my
lap. Outdoor kitty is
apprehensive, but accepting of
me.
Sweet, cuddly, talkative

My cat loves to jump in my lap Verbal, purring, paw
and grabs my hand to hold
it.she talks to me, and cuddles
in.

Curious Playful Loving

She is very curious and very
Bootsy is a talker. She makes
playful. She is definitely a
all kinds of sounds depending
people cat. She loves anyone on what she wants. Especially a
who comes into the house. She drip from the faucet. She also
loves playing with me. Rolls on calls for me if she can’t find
her back for a tummy scratch me.
and then I have to throw a
mouse and she plays catch.

Bold, independent,white

Mighty Hunter

He approaches or walks the
other way depending on
whether or not he wants to
engage

Sweet, funny, perceptive

Two cats Cindertail is
perceptive and sweet but
hesitant around humans and
runs from loud noises. Her
brother sergeant boots is goofy

CinderTail has epilepsy and we
know that she will meow after a
seizure in a certain way so we
know what’s happening.
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and loving and cuddly and
loves to be on humans

Friendly, insistent, demanding Outgoing and friendly. Never
met a stranger and likes riding
in vehicles. Never needed a
crate even going to the vet.
More like a dog.

He jumps into the window and
meows when he wants me to
open it to let him out. Meows
and scratches at the laundry
room door when he wants more
food and won’t eat unless it’s
freshly poured.

Aloof, stubborn, loving,
trusting, playful.

I've found that each cat has its
own unique personality. Penny
is creative in finding ways to
entertain herself. She likes to
walk on the piano keys and
hear the different sounds it
makes, but doesn't like hearing
me play it. She runs and hides.

When I've been out of town for
a few days, she is excited and
happy to see me. But to punish
me for being gone, she will
come into the room I am is and
sit on the floor facing the corner
with her back to me until I give
her more love.

Lazy Active Crazy

He runs around and bites my
ankles but also gives me face
love and sits on my face and
purrs.

He communicates with head
butts and meows.

Good with children, protective, A big baby. He loves to cuddle
lazy, fat and will eat anything with me in bed under the
that he can find.
covers on his back. He doesn't
scratch or bite our children,
even when they are annoying
him. Seems just happy to be
loved

He will scratch at any door that
is closed to let us know he
wants in. He only ever meows
at us when he is hungry.
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Loving, affectionate, warm,
selfish, greedy, moody, loves
naps, loves to be the center of
attention, sneaky, hyper, lazy,

My oldest cat (Lawrence) is
All of my cats will meow at me
warm and affectionate to all
until I follow them and then
people. He loves belly rubs and lead me to their empty food or
to be held like a baby. He's a water bowl, or to the door to be
total slut for catnip. But he is let out. Lawrence chirps at me
also the moodiest. He likes to when he wants attention, which
have things his way. He dumps is often. He is also utterly
over his food if he is not happy. trusting when I hold him, he
He always sits next to me when would even let me hold him
I watch TV. He thinks he's the upside down, which is very
center of the universe. My
unusual for a cat. Theodore
second cat (Theodore) is very does less of a meow and more
particular. He only likes to be of a literal (and incessant) cry
pet on his terms. But he was
when he wants something,
also never weaned, so he often whether it's food or more likely
runs in from the cold, launches to he let outside. But he's great
himself onto my stomach, and at letting his displeasure be
starts kneading. He gets along known, for example he hates to
with all other animals, but is
be held and scrambles to get out
much more particular about
of my arms if it isn't his idea.
people. He loves to spend time Francine meows constantly.
outside, and cries if I don't let When she wants attention,
him out. He loves to lay out in when she's hungry, when she
the warm sun on my back patio thinks I should share some of
My third cat (Francine) is a
my leftovers, she just jumps
complete goblin. She was a
right into the middle of things
runt and a stray, so she likes to and scREAMS. Frankie also
steal food from the counter and has the most potent death glare
even off of peoples plates. I
I've ever seen. All of my cats
had to seal the butter container do the slow blink, which I've
so she would stop getting into heard means they love me, so I
the cabinet and eating it. She always slow blink back.
also eats the dog food. She
likes to be in the middle of
everything. Every project,
every party, every game has her
proudly standing right in the
center. And her purr is a high
pitched trill. She's usually
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parked on someone's warm lap
or terrorizing my other animals.

We have had 4, two were very See above. They also loved
They did not with me very
lovey, one Mittens would lay bugging me at the keyboard
much, but did lots with kids and
on my Mom's lap and be
and would constantly nudge my wife, I will forward this to
scrathed for ever and ever. One mouse hand ( no pun intended them.
was a roamer. She did not
come back one day. One was
shy, Mittens who we had the
longest would put up with any
type of love that the kids would
give her.
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Curious, playful, affectionate

We adopted him from the
Meows, head butts, kneading
humane society with the name
Oliver. They said because "he
will follow you all-over". He
plays with our 6 month old
puppy and cuddles with our 12
year old cat

Crazy, antic, wild (Other cat)
shy, timid, anxious

Tut- is very BIG, physically
and personality wise. He
literally bounds around the
house with my dog, he
basically is a dog as he will
play, but not just cat play, like
FIGHT play with my dog, it
honestly scares me sometimes.
Binx is shy and timid and
pretty much scared of anything
loud (including coughing or
sneezing) she hides and sleeps
all day and is a sweetheart once
she trusts you.

My cat communicates with
head tilts, bad behaviors caused
by lack of attention or food,
body rolls and shakes for being
happy. He is a very physical
body. The other cat is very
emotional.

Cuddly, boingy

He likes to paw my face for
attention.

Meowing and following me
around.

Vindictive, curious, lovable

One cat is very loving and laid They begin by meowing, then if
back. He will sit in anyone's lap I don't get up to feed them they
whether they want him to or
find a way to get in my line of
not. The other cat is very
sight and then run to the food
curious and likes to knock
area until they get their
things off of shelves while
precious gravy.
staring at you.
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She is small for her age (12
She's very shy, but when she is
years) and has always been
comfortable she can be very
very docile and shy. She takes a needy and bossy. She will
while to warm up to you. When come sit down on my laptop on
she does she is extremely
my keyboard when she wants
affectionate, but still tentative attention, so of course I have to
and hesitant to trust. She's
stop typing for a good ten
adorable and floofly and I love minutes or so till I want her to
her.
move, because she only wants
attention every now and then.
Most of the time she's content
to do her own thing. Very
independent.

When she wants to play, she
scurries past my legs super fast
and crouches to pounce-- not so
much any more now that she's
older. She can definitely
communicate when she wants
to go outside or wants me to
refill her food or water; she will
meow at my feet until I follow
her either to the door or the
food bowl. Most of the time she
just communicates that she
wants attention by plopping on
my lap uninvited. I love her.

Vocal, affectionate

He does not like closed doors Meows and runs over to where
and will meow constantly to be he needs help. Pantry for food,
let in and out. He likes to drink bathroom for sink water.
from the faucet.

Sassy, cuddly, quirky, sweet,
talkative

He has had 16 years to
purrrfect his sassy but sweet
attitude. Every morning, while
I’m in the bathroom, he’ll
meow and meow at me until I
floss his teeth with mint gloss.

He has different types of
meows that go with his mood
and intent. When he’s squeaky,
he’s feeling the need for
attention and love. When it’s
cracky, he’s feeling hyper.
When he bats at my face in the
morning, he wants his morning
treats.

Playfullness. Affection.
Devotion

Sweet and playful

Talks to me and nuzzles my
ears

Loving, snuggly, intelligent.

He loves our dog.

Rub and pur.

Attitude, full of the energy I
very energetic, favorite toy
wish I could bottle up and sell, being the laser pointer and
unconditional love
loves to chase it all over the
house

meowing throughout the house
to find my location. sends the
meow signal and then waits for
my return meow.
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Loving, possessive, sensitive to Spunky and a tease at times.
She would rub against my legs
my feelings and physical well She would clean my other cats until I sat down so she could
being.
ears and face and then when the get on my lap to be petted.
cat getting groomed and was When hungry she would push
nice and relaxed she would slap her dish around until I filled it.
his face with her paw and run If one of the grandkids was
away leaving her victim
crying or sounding stressful she
startled. Then the chase would would come to me meowing
be on.
until I followed her to the.
baby.
I have three cats. The one in
particular I will talk about is
Simon. He is my "old man" cat.
Simon is grumpy with our
younger cats but very loving to
my husband and myself. He
loves to snuggle at bedtime and
has the best purr.

Simon is really a little old man. Simon tells us when he wants
He is set in his ways. He likes food. If I am in the living room
his dinner at a set time and gets and he is hungry he gets under
cranky when we are late. He
my feet and meows, then runs
will meow loudly at us until we to the kitchen door and meows
feed him. He also will only eat more so I follow him. He
certain foods. He only likes one knows where his food is, so he
type of wet cat food and will will stand by the cupboard and
shun any other types. That said meow until I get it out to feed
he loves his "people". When he him. He also tells us when it is
is feeling lovey he will jump on time to go outside, he does the
my lap and rub his head on me. same thing as above except he
He purrs loudly to show he is stops at the door not the food
happy. We have a fish named cupboard. Simon also tells us
Pearl, and Simon loves her. He he loves us though, he will look
will stare at her tank and follow at us and slow blink when he is
her with his eyes. He playfully snuggling on the couch. He
bats at the glass. I don't think rubs his head on us when he
he is trying to eat her though as wants to be petted. He is a very
there is not a lid on the tank
good communicator.
and we have had her for 7
months. If Simon wanted to eat
her he would have by now. I
think he sees her as another
friend.
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Independent, loving, sassy

Loves to be petted, when she
wants to be. Full of bursts of
energy then naps for 2 hours.
She loves to be petted on her
own time. Will wake me in the
morning when she's ready to
eat and socialize.

Meows when wants attention.
Will come and rub against my
legs when she wants attention.
Hisses when she is ready to be
alone.

loving indepentant smart
vocal pushy curious
attention getter

she can tell us what she wants
by pawing food bags she wants
..every night she wakes me up
early morning by pawing on
my back until I wake for snack.
she keeps pawing until I
WAKE UP or her ball for me
to throw AFTER DINNER
SHE STARES AT MY
HUSBAND UNTILL HE
THROWS HER BALL SO
SHE CAN RETRIVE IT.
THAT GOES ON FOR
ABOUT 1/2 HOUR OR
UNTIL SHE IS TIRED. SHE
IS NOT A LAP CAT. BUT
SHE IS VERY LOVING
RUBBING YOUR LEGS.
SHE IS USUALLY STAYS IN
THE SAME ROOM WE ARE
IN. IS NOT AFRAID OF
DOGS SHE TALKS ALOT
LETTIN YOU KNOW WHAT
SHE WANTS. SHE IS VERY
DOG LIKE.

TAIKS PAWS SHE IS
VERY VERBAL LETS YOU
KNOW IF SHE WANTS
FOOD SNACKS THE STAR
IS VERY CONVINCING SHE
WILL STAR UNTIL YOU
PAY ATTENTION TO HER
SHE ALSO GIVES ME KISS
BY LICKING MY CHEEK
ON COMAND
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Senior kitty, cuddler, rescue
cat, sweet kitty

My cat loves to cuddle and
She used to greet me at the door
does this cute thing where she every evening when I’d get
always has to place her paw on home from work and then walk
the top of my hand, never my out in the living room and stare
hand above her paw. If I try she at me and meow around 11pm
takes her paw out and puts it
when I think that signaled “time
back over mine. It feels
for bed” cuz we would sleep
protective, almost motherly.
next to one another with my
She is a senior kitty who sleeps head on one pillow and her
a lot, but she can also get
head lying on the other. It was
feisty, particularly at night.
incredible to me how routine it
became and how much I looked
forward to it. She is a senior
kitty now (15), and so now she
sleeps a lot more and developed
a different routine once we
moved, but I think it is neat.
She has different types of
meows she uses. For example,
her new routine is every
morning around 6am she
meows for my fiance to feed
her. He does, she eats and then
comes downstairs and does a
different meow signaling her
entrance into our bedroom and
alerting us she would now like
to be picked up and placed on
the bed with me to cuddle (I
like to sleep in). She also does a
loud snark with our younger cat
and often hisses at him.
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Quiet yet playful. Loving, A
true family cat. He loved each
one of us. He was hunter, he
loved attention. A kitten at
heart.

Andy loved his fishing pole
toy. We always put it at the top
of the hallway bookcase. We
could tell when he wanted to
play because he would just sit
in front of the bookcase and
stare up at it and meow. He
would let us know if we were
giving the computer to much
time by jumping on the desk
and laying on the keyboard or
nudge our hands so we would
pet him. He slept with who
ever he felt needed his comfort
for the night. He loved
Christmas and his Christmas
stocking. He loves to play
inside boxes and paper grocery
bags.

Meows, plops on our laps.
Stretches upward for us to pick
him up. Pulls his food bowl
back and forth on the floor of
the kitchen if we don't feed him
at a certain time.
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Based on the spectrum of 5
My cat's name is Chi-Chi
She is very quiet. Often she will
feline personality traits, my cat Meow-Meow. She is a calico take a position on the floor and
ranks high on skittishness and and a rescue. She hid for days stare at one of us. If we don't
spontaneity and low on
when we brought her home and acknowledge her, she will
outgoingness, spontaneity and then, she found my husband. quietly meow to get attention
friendliness. She is not friendly He was raised in a chaotic,
and then lead us to things, food,
toward people outside our
abusive household and does
gifts of dead spiders, toys, etc.
small family or other animals have some PTSD issues. He
Both she and our dog are
(even cats); she will hide when prefers quiet rooms and will
rescues and have food issues.
an unknown person or cat/dog often settle into a position and Their bowls are in different
visitor arrives. She is not
remain there for hours
rooms. She will stare to get our
dominant. In fact she is quite watching television. Chi-Chi attention and then run to her
meek and will hide rather than Meow-Meow prefers this to the bowl if it needs filling. Her
engage or confront unless she is chaos of 3 teenage children and anxiety gets very high if her
scared. She is not outgoing. She the daily activities around loud bowl gets low and she will
is afraid of all things new.
conversations, homework,
reach out to my husband and I
Introducing new litter, foods
chores, dishes and laundry. She until it is filled to the brim,
and people is a time consuming is often found very near, but
even in the middle of the night.
process.
not quiet touching him if he is Another example is being
awake and watching television. scratched. She has a medium
But, once he is napping or
length smooth coat. When she
sleeping for the night, she is on is shedding she enjoys being
his lap or curled up at his side. scratched along her entire body
When he is sleeping, she acts length. She will attempt to get
as his protector. It is the only you to do this in two different
time she displays any kind of ways. She will walk in front of
dominance or superiority. If I you and throw herself onto the
or one of the children tries to floor in a prone position. If you
sit next to him when he is
walk passed without reaching
nearly or fully napping, she
down and scratching her from
will insert herself between and neck to tail, she will get in front
try to keep us from disturbing of you again and repeat the
him. She is street smart and a process. Or, if you are sitting,
quick study. She knows the
she will jump onto the couch or
rules. For example, she isn't
chair next two you and pace 3-4
allowed on the counters, but
steps, turn and pace again. She
she sits on the bar stools at the will continue to pace next to
breakfast counter to watch all you in short lines until you
activities happening during
reach out to scratch her. You
can just hold your hand in one
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meal preparation or other
projects.

place and she will continue to
walk under it until she is done
being scratched. She will push
her back up under your hand if
you aren't applying enough
pressure.
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Baggins is a black Bombay cat.
He's smart, friendly, eager to
please by hunting pocket
gophers and bringing them to
us for praise.

Friendly, spends lots of time
All of my cats will meow at me
hunting outside and sleeping until I follow them and then
inside. Eager to be with
lead me to their empty food or
people, often following us on water bowl, or to the door to be
walks (at least part way...and let out. Lawrence chirps at me
then waits for us to come
when he wants attention, which
back), patient with small
is often. He is also utterly
children, likes to sit on laps and trusting when I hold him, he
purr while being petted.
would even let me hold him
upside down, which is very
unusual for a cat. Theodore
does less of a meow and more
of a literal (and incessant) cry
when he wants something,
whether it's food or more likely
to he let outside. But he's great
at letting his displeasure be
known, for example he hates to
be held and scrambles to get out
of my arms if it isn't his idea.
Francine meows constantly.
When she wants attention,
when she's hungry, when she
thinks I should share some of
my leftovers, she just jumps
right into the middle of things
and scREAMS. Frankie also
has the most potent death glare
I've ever seen. All of my cats
do the slow blink, which I've
heard means they love me, so I
always slow blink back.

She meows when she wants
you to sit down so she can sit
on your lap. She loves to be
cradled like an infant. She
hides under the bed when
people come over. She loves to
play with new crumbled up

Olivia (Livie) is the cutest
black cat with a short
smooshed nose. She’s very
regal looking . She loves to
give kisses on your hand when
your petting her. She’s very
sweet.

She meows allot when’s she’s
thrown up somewhere in the
house. Then we go searching.
She’s a talker especially in the
morning. She’ll come in the
bathroom when I’m getting
ready for work and just meow
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cupcake papers. She bats them
around like crazy and loves
mornings in bed with us.

Sweet, silly, fearful, and
occasionally annoying. :)

meow meow like she’s got
allot to tell me.

He's a carbivore (he loves
anything bready), he tells you
when he's hungry... loudly!
He'll roll over for belly rubs
when he feels safe and happy.
He gets ticked when it's nail
trim time and will growl to let
you know it! He hides from
everyone except family.

Rubs all over me when he's
happy, meows loudly when
hungry, will sit in front of the
window and stare at me until I
open it.

Skiddish, cuddly with only me, He mostly comes out only for He talks and meows at me.
talker, can be playful
me as he was a rescue kitty.
Today he also pawed my hand
He likes to talk and cuddle with when I stopped petting him to
me. He's really cute when he ask for more
lays upside down with his
fuzzy belly. He can however
be temperamental and doesn't
like change
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Affectionate, playful, caregiver, Andy loved to play fetch and See above answers.
Hunter, loyal, content, a little he loved his fishing pole. He
bossy, family oriented.
knew where we put his fishing
pole and he would sit in front
of the bookcase looking up at it
and meow! We knew he
wanted to play. If Andy
wanted some attention he
would get on the couch behind
your head and head butt you.
He would continue until you
picked him up to pet and
cuddle him. If we were busy
with the computer he would
jump up on the desk and lay on
the key board. Andy waited
patiently for us all to get home
from school and work. He
would sit on the window ledge
and scratch at the window
when he heard and saw the cars
drive onto the driveway. When
we opened the door we would
have a cat in our arms instantly.
He loved to go hunting for
moths or the big mosquitos! He
would sit steady on the palm of
my husband's hand and Curt
would hold Andy up to the
ceiling and they would search
for a treat as they walked back
and forth along the ceiling. If
we didn't feel good he would
lay next to us and Keep us
warm. We got Andy as an
abandon kitten at about 5
weeks old and had him till he
passed away at the age of 16
1/2. We miss Andy so very
much. He was the best pet cat
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ever. A real member of our
family.

persnickety, lovey and cuddly
when she wanted to be,
independent

She was abandoned as a kitten She would come up to you and
and left in a front yard so I
rub you legs and get in your
think that's why she could be way until she got feed, watered
kind of hissy when something or whatever she wanted. She
was not to her liking. She was was not a meower...more of a
a great cuddler when she
hisser. If she was done
wanted to be, but when she was cuddling and you wanted her to
done, she was done and moved stay she would hiss and jump
away. She would engage in
down.
play but lost interest quickly if
she could not "capture" the toy.
She lived a good life and we
believe she was happy, Had her
almost 20 years.
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Soft, loud purr motor, always
starving

She is old and bitchy unless she Meows obnoxiously, paws at
is demanding pets. She once
me, side swipes with her body,
pooped on my kid's pillow after nips, and plants herself in your
being reprimanded. She lies face.
to everyone about being
starved. She wants pets and
will climb on you until she
wins. She is an attentionseeking.

Very independent and smart. At She can be silly in the morning She meows to me as I enter the
15, she’s been with me a long when she’s hungry and wants garage, saying hello after I’ve
time. She interacts on her
attention. She’s patient when been away. She perched on the
terms. When she wants to
waiting for a squirrel to come a counter while I make coffee,
cuddle she hops on your lap
little closer. She’s loyal, always rubbing against my arm to let
and takes all the love you’ll
coming home after visiting the me know she wants her little bit
give. She’s stubborn about her neighborhood. She’s loving,
of milk. When I try to scoot her
routine and gets grumpy when although sometimes she won’t off my pillow at night she
she doesn’t get fed on time.
admit it.
moans to protest.
When she’s playful, watch out,
her claws grab quick and are
sharp.
Mouthy, independent, attention My cat Hans loves to eat. His The look! Meowing, pawing at
hound
food dish is on the bathroom a human.
sink. If there’s no one in the
bathroom with him when he
wants to eat, he’ll go find
someone. When his food dish is
empty and you’re using the
bathroom, he has whacked me
on the shoulder! He’s also very
mouthy about not having food
in his dish.
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Inquisitive, loving, playful, and
demanding in needs of
attention, door opening and
food!

We have three cats. I’ll
concentrate on one. Our 23
year old cat has been a caring
cat. She wants to sit in our laps
and is a verbal cat, She has
distinct meows for food, door
requests, litter box complaints
and attention. She is aware of
our divided attention and
expects attentiveness on
demand. She is grateful and
provides mice to us as gifts...

She has a variety of
vocalizations and no. Verbal
cues. She uses her paw to direct
our hand to pet her.

She's loving, stubborn,
She's bossy and determined to She has a particular squeak
determined to be in charge of be in charge. When I put out
sound if there is a problem; she
the other pets in my household fresh water, she will appear (no uses this to call attention to the
(a cat and dog), she's the bully matter how quiet I am) and
issue. She will stretch as tall as
of the neighborhood, and she's hover over the bowl, pat her
she can in front of the door
very territorial about me -- if I paw in the water and delicately reaching toward or above the
pet one of the other animals she lick some off, and hit the dog in doorknob if she wants to go
will come over for her share of the face so she doesn't get any outside.
the loving!
of the fresh water. She's very
loving with me and will get up
in my lap in the evening and
snuggle. She will dance in front
of me if I'm sitting in a chair
and reach up to take my hand
toward her face if I don't reach
out to give her lovings. She
will run and tackle my other
cat, just so the other cat knows
she's in charge!
Distant at times lovey
sometimes. Smart. Playful

She definitely sets the tone.
She bumps and rubs my legs.
When she wants attention she Meets me at the door when i
does the bump and rub on my come home and meows when i
lags never the face. Sometimes come in. Purrs when i rub her
if im not paying attention she cheek
gently kneads ny pant leg at the
knee to get my attention. She is
very playful being a young cat.
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Sometimes at night ill get up
and she sneak attacks the back
of my leg batting my calf

Comforting, loving, kind,
fluffy, cuddly

My cat is really loving and kind My cat is very non verbal and
he is always in a good mood
uses touch to communicate. He
and loves cuddles and ear
will get my attention by
scratches. Plus hes very
rubbing his head on me and
comforting whenever I feel
having me follow to show me
stressed or anxious
what he needs

Lazy, talkative, dorky, smart.

My cat has a very food driven
personality. If you throw treats
for him, that is when he is most
active. He knows when his
feeding times are and will
bother you until he is fed.

All of my cats will meow at me
until I follow them and then
lead me to their empty food or
water bowl, or to the door to be
let out. Lawrence chirps at me
when he wants attention, which
is often. He is also utterly
trusting when I hold him, he
would even let me hold him
upside down, which is very
unusual for a cat. Theodore
does less of a meow and more
of a literal (and incessant) cry
when he wants something,
whether it's food or more likely
to he let outside. But he's great
at letting his displeasure be
known, for example he hates to
be held and scrambles to get out
of my arms if it isn't his idea.
Francine meows constantly.
When she wants attention,
when she's hungry, when she
thinks I should share some of
my leftovers, she just jumps
right into the middle of things
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and scREAMS. Frankie also
has the most potent death glare
I've ever seen. All of my cats
do the slow blink, which I've
heard means they love me, so I
always slow blink back.

Skittish, sweet, supervisoresque

Supervisor with sometimes up Lots of multi-tonal yelling,
close and personal supervising, head butting, purring, and eye
ex: sitting on lap while issuing contact.
computer, watching.

Loving, intelligent, loyal.

She is very shy to any
She usually greets me and
strangers, so she is very skittish meows at me when I come
to any guests that come to our home anytime I'm out of the
house. She definitely likes
house. When I'm lounging at
attention and doesn't mind
home watching TV, she will
being picked up and held.
either try to lay on me on next
to me if I give her enough
attention.

He's a cuddly boy when he
wants it. But most of the time
he sleeps. He has really long
claws so you can mistake an
attack for trying to get your
attention very easily.

Mostly a sleepy boy. He love
his good though. He used to
live with 22 other cats, so he
doesn't much enjoy company
but does loves my loves.

He will usually be vocal when
he's hungry or wants pets but
sometimes he'll jump into your
lap and paw at you for loves
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He is loving on his terms,
playful, and curious.

He's an asshole. He jumps out
from under my bed and likes to
bite my feet when I cant see
him coming.

He meows and runs on my legs
when he is hungry, purs and
drools when he is being
loving/cuddling and bites me
and runs away when he wants
to play.

Cuddly, needy, playful,
graceful, gentle, fuzzy, large

Needy (wants pets in the
middle of the night while I'm
sleeping), caring (checks in to
see what I'm up to), provider
(hunts animals and brings them
to "share" with the family),
protector (puts himself in
between neighbors dogs and
family members)

Meows (meowing in a specific
tone as a greeting, or short
purrs when checking
in/"asking"what you're doing),
tail flicking (fast tail
flicking=upset/getting ready to
attack, slow
flicking=pretending to sleep or
relaxed), fur presentation
(puffed up tail= scared, ridged
back=excited/happy)
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Appendix C
IRB Form
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Appendix D
Table 1

Category of Cat
Communication

Number of Responses

Percentage of Responses

Meowing

105/147

71.4

Rubbing with Body

46/147

31.3

Using Paws

31/147

21.0

Leading the Owner

27/147

18.4
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